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m i·cr o·ag·gr es·sion
A microaggression
refers to a
statement, action,
or incident which is
generally viewed as
indirect,subtle or
an unintentional
form of
discrimination
against some
marginalized
group.
(Desmond-Harris, 2015)

MICROAGGRESSION
ANDWORKPLACE
BULLYING
AnAsianAmerican
student is
compl ementedby
hisprofessor for
speakingperfect
Engl ishbut in
real ity Engl ishis
thestudent's first
l anguage.

Abl ack manwants
tocongratul atea
whitewomanfrom
hisdepartment who
just received
tenure-but when
sheseeshiminthe
hal l ways, she
tightensupand
l ookstheother
way.

Awomantries to
speak upat a
department
meeting, only tobe
constantly
interruptedby her
mal ecol l eagues.

"I w a s j us t
j oki ng"
In each of these
cases, someone's bias
against a marginalized
group leaves the target
feeling uncomfortable or
insulted. Microaggressions
are not just insulting,
insensitive nor
uncomfortable remarks or
behaviors, but they are
often pointed at groups who
have been discriminated
against or a group
subjected to stereotypes.
People who express
such behaviors-say there
was no harm intended, but
such behaviors can affect
the mental health of their
recipients or targets. The
targets are left angry and
depressed, and in the
workplace such unresolved
emotions can affect work
productivity and thinking.
People who engage in
microaggressions are
generally not even
consciously aware of their
statements and actions. It
is important for all

individuals in the workplace
to:
- be aware of their own
biases and fears
- avoid being defensive,
if someone calls out
their behavior
- be open to discussing
personal attitudes
- be an ally who stands
against all forms of
discrimination

time.What can we do at our
workplaces to stop such
behavior?
- identify potential risks
by listening carefully to
your colleagues and
supervisors
- act promptly when
microaggressions are
perceived
- implement general
reporting and response
procedures, so
colleagues know how
they are accountable

In another source
(Laboy, 2020)
microaggressions fall into
two categories-actions that
feel discriminatory, or
comments that feel
insensitive and derogatory.
There are three types of
microaggressions that we
should be cognizant of in
the workplace:
- inferiority-people talk
over you
- invisibility-people don't
get credit for their ideas
- disrespect-the offender
makes excuses for
what they said--and
states he/she 'was just
joking.

If we don't stop such
microaggressions-- they
can escalate to bullying
behavior, especially if
expressed over a period of

If we don't do anything
about microaggressions in
our workplaces, cultural
awareness of others, and
organizational culture are
affected. We want healthy
and positive interactions
between our colleagues, so
effective decision-making
and policy development
can occur.
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